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PREFACE
This thesis does not intend to prove any new
facts.

It represents the result of a pursuit of inde~

pendent study by the writer to find what experiments
have been done to explain magnetism by virtue of the
assumed gyroscopic properties of the electron*
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AN ANALOGY BETWEEN THE MOTION OP
AN ELECTRON AM) A GYROSCOPE

In tro due t i o n
An individual magnetic particle is usually pictured
as a magnetic doublet or dipole in order to explain the
more elementary properties of a magnetic substance*
Many writers have considered this concept inadequate
and have ascribed to a magnetic particle the properties
of a gyrostat*

(A gyroscope may be distinguished from

a gyrostat as an instrument in which the rotating wheel
or disc is.mounted in gimbals.)

As early as 1861

Clerk Maxwell {Electr 1 cjLt% £nd Magnetism) devised an
experiment in which he sought to detect the inertia of
the Amperian currents which the molecules of a permanent
magnet were then thought to contain*

The experiment

failed due to the reason that the effect sought is too
small to detect even with our present day equipment.
In 1890, J. Perry (Spinning Tops.) suggested that the
elementary particles of a permanent magnet might be
tiny gyroscopes, and he unsuccessfully tried to. magnetize
an iron bar by rotating It about Its axis.

The first

published recognition of the gyrostatic properties of
the electron Is due to 0. !* Richardson whose paper
In' 1908 started a, train, of experiments which-will be
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de s c r ib ed in till s the sis.

S^-LJr 2 P e J ^ ^ e a °.C. J-3:6,.-SE?.S 1°S£
Before outlining the experiments that have been done
it is well that we consider the properties of a simple
gyroscope as illustrated in Pig. 1.

The rod AB is pivoted at 0 ! so that it can turn about
the axis XY.

The flywheel I is pivoted at a and b^ so

that it may rotate about the axis AB, and it is counterpoised by the weight W.

The whole system is free to

turn in a collar about the vertical axis of support*
Now,

two important and fundamental experiments may be

carried out by means of this apparatus assuming fractional effects to be very small.
First, the flywheel is set into rapid rotation
about its axis in a clockwise direction as viewed from
A,

when W is sufficient to keep the "axis AB "horizontal.
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Since the weight balances the flywheel, no torque exists^
and there is no change in angular momentum.
Secondly, by Increasing or decreasing W by an amount
IV,' to create an unbalanced torque, the system as a whole
will be found to rotate about a vertical axis*
consider Fig* 2#

Let us

PQ, represents the angular momentum of

the wheel in magnitude and direction at the start, then
after a short time the axis ab will have turned thrrngjb
an angle do about the vertical axis and the line PQf
will then represent the angular momentum-, in magnitude and
direction,

Fig. 2
Hence there has occurred a change in angular•momentum
represented in magnitude and direction by QQ,1; that is,
about the axis XY.

It follows that QQ' also represents

In magnitude and direction the product of the applied

couple and the time for which it acts as well as the

change in angular momentum which is equal to Iwd§.
The couple is thus eaual to Ivsde, equal to the moment of
-

*""PT"

QZ

1' Gbout XY, where I is the moment of inertia of the
flywheel about ab, w is its constant angular velocity,
and dt is the time in which the change d0 occurs. Hence
the whole system must tend to turn, or to preoess# about
a vertical axis with an angular velocity de/dt*
Types of Gyromagnetic Experiments^
V.'ith these two fundamental gyroscopic experiments
in mind we may readily appreciate the experiments which
will be described in this thesis*

There have been many

gyromagnetic experiments, but it is sufficient to describe
four different types.
1*

To describe the first type, consider the rod

AB, Fig* 3, which is permanently magnetised in the direction
of its long axis*

Ve may conceive of this as

corresponding to the rotation of a maximum number

/Y
/
/

X

Fig. -3

A

of the elementary gyrostats In the same sense about
axes parallel to AB*

Hence, If the rod AB were turned

about the axis XY, then the elementary gyrostats should
endeavor to counteract this change, and should thus
cause the whole bar to turn about an axis perpendicular
to AB and XY*

This was the unsuccessful experiment

devised by Maxwell.
2.

In the second type of experiment, imagine the

rod AB to be initially unmagnetised, that is, the elementary
gyrostats have their axes oriented in all possible directions*
Hence on rotating the rod about the axis AB the gyrostats
will tend to set with their axes in the same sense and
parallel to AB even in the absence of an external magnetic
field.

This may be directly deduced from the first

fundamental gyroscopic experiment described above*

It

therefore follows that the rod will foe magnetised parallel
to the axis AB, and the ph.enoin.enon is referred to as
magnetisation 'oy rotation and sometimes as the Bamett
effect.
3.

To explain the third type of ex .eriment suppose

that the rod is unmaroaetised and suspended v.'ith the axis
AB rertical*

Then by means of an external applied field

the ^ d may he magnetised parallel to -r,o axis AB, t" at
is, the elementary gyrostats laada to so' with their axes
of rotation parallel to AB.

There will thus be a change

in the angular momentum about AB to which there must be an
a qua 1 and o pp o s 1 to r eact^on.

Ass usee tha t this- reac ti on I s
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experienced only by the rod

--without making any con-

jectures as to the mechanism by which the reaction is
communicated, to i t —

then the whole rod must rotate about

the axis AB in the opposite direction to that in which
the majority of gyrostats finally spin.

Referring to

Pig* 1 it is seen that if the angle $ were suddenly
decreased then the system would receive an equal and
opposite impulse which, would cause it to precess around
the vertical axis in a countercloskwi.se direction when
viewed from above*

Thus rotation should accompany

magnetization., a phenomenon which is known in Europe as
the Einstein-deHaas effect and in America and England
as the Richardson effect.

It permits the most satisfactory

investigation of the gyromagnetic aspects of magnetization?
for, if we suddenly magnetize the rod so that A becomes
north-seeking, then the rod must rotate clockwise or
counterclockwise about its axis as viewed from the right
according as the magnetic particles are-positively or
negatively charged.
4«

Experiments of the fourth type involve the

use of a rotating magnetic field whose lines of force
are always perpendicular to AB. -The effect of such a
field in making the magnetic particle turn should correspond
to' that produced by a couple in turning the systen of Fig. 1
about^ the vertical axis resulting in an increase or decrease
of the angle /, thus causing a change in angular momentum
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about the vertical axis.

In other words, the transverse

rotating magnetic field -should produce a longitudinal
magnetization.

Before going Into the gyromagnetlc exper-

iments in detail, let us consider a few principles of
atomic physics in order that we may appreciate the results
of the experiments*
The Bohr Atom
In order to explain the emission of spectra lines
by a hydrogen atom or a similar atomic system., Bohr treated
the atom as a positively charged nucleus around which as
a center an electron described a circular orbit, and he
made three important postulates. First, the angular
momentum associated with the orbit had to be an integral
multiple of h/2rf, where h is Planck1 s constant of action,
6.610 x 10"*^' erg sec| this effectively limited the radii
of possible orbits to certain discrete values. Secondly,
the electron while describing the orbit could not emit
electromagnetic radiation! this meant the assumption of
a number of stationary states in which the electron obeyed
the classical laws of electrostatics, but not the requirements of the electromagnetic theory.

Thirdly, on passing

from one stationary orbit to another nearer the nucleus,
the electron emitted a quantum hv of monochromatic radiation
of frequency v.
Bohrfs first postulate Is extremely important In
magnetic theoryi for we may write the angular momentum
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associated with the orbit
/ - ma2 w
p J » nh/2ff
n
where n is an integer, a

is the radius of the nth orbit,

and w is the angular "velocity.

Now, the magnetic moment

associated with the moving electron is equal to the area
of the orbit multiplied by the current to which the moving
electron is equivalent, that is, to
Tfa^e/2if * rfe&Zyi s nhe
w
2irf 4rfm
where e is measured in electromagnetic units;, if e is

measured in electrostatic units trie last expression, must
be divided by c the velocity of light. From this we can
see that the magnetic moment of the system is an integral
multiple of he/4tfm, a quantity which is regarded as a
fundamental unit of magnetic moment, the Bohr magneton*
Let us note, at this time, that the ratio of the angular
momentum of the system, to its magnetic moment is 2m/e
From this concept of the atom we may also observethat in the absence of an external field the orbital plane
of an nth electron is fixed in space and its orientation
perfectly arbitrary.

If, however, the atom is brought

into a homogeneous rriagnetic field H, a motion of precession
of the orbital plane sets in, round the direction of the
field«

For the electron revolving in its orbital pHLane

gives the atom angular momentum and .also magnetic moment;
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considered as vectors, these are both at right angles to
the orbital plane.

The magnetic field takes hold of the

magnetic moment and seeks to turn it round in the field
direction.

The effort to do this is opposed by the

rotational inertia due to the revolution of the electron,
in a.way known sufficiently well from the theory of the
gyroscope; the effect, as in the case of a gyroscope,
is precessional motion.

The angular velocity of the

precession a 1 mo t i o n in the ma gn e t i c f i. e 1 d i s, a c c o r d i ng
to Lannor equal to He/2m»
The Splitting Factor
1
Previous to 1925 the electron was regarded as an
unextended structure, possessing only three degrees of
freedom and, moreover, determined by two constants, viz.,
its charge e and its mass m.

At that'time, however,

Uhleiibeck and G-oudsmlt put'forth the hypothesis that an
electron is a finite structure and, like any other
extended system, must have three Rotational degrees of
freedom besides its three translational freedoms.

It is

therefore obvious to ascribe to the electron angular
momentum about an arbitrary axis.

Developing the idea

.further, we must assume that the., electron also possesses
magnetic moment; for the electron carries an electric
charge e, which rotates convectively, about the axis
mentioned, along with the electron; so that the rotating
electron is equivalent magnetically to a system, of
"'{This paragraph^from Bornfs Atomic Physics;)

circular currents round the axis of potation,.and these,
as we know, give rise to a magnetic moment. . With regard
to the magnitude of the magnetic and the mechanical
moments, experiments must of course decide; in the first
instance; afterwards, we can try to deduce these.magnitudes
theoretically.

This property of the electron, in virtue

of which it has a mechanical and a magnetic moment, is
called its spin*
The arbitrary assumptions of the classical theory
concerning the distribution of charge in electrons have
during recent years been replaced by the quantum theory
which has "been able to account for atomic spectra by
apportioning to the spinning electron a •§• unit of
angular momentum as compared to a whole unit of angular
momentum of the orbit. Thus, an electron describing an
orbit has associated with it an orbital angular, momentum of
1 units and therefore a magnetic moment iup;, where u-g Is
the .Bohr magneton.

How, if the spinning electron also

possessed a corresponding magnetic moment -|UT3I, we could
at once write down the total magnetic moment of any atomic
state for which the value of the total angular momentum J
of the whole electron system of the atom was known; it
would simply be equal to JuP»

However, it is conclusively

proven by experiments on the Zeeman effect, on the magnetic
deflection of atomic beams and on the gyromagnetic effect

with p a r ama g n e tic subs t ances? that, in general, the magnetic
moment is given by gJu-^,' where g is a constant known as
the Lande splitting factor.

It is found that the intro-

duction of the factor is suitably explained if we attribute
a magnetic moment of 2 x -jhu., to the splimine electron;
hence the splitting factor for the spinning electron is
2*

Consequently, the" ratio of the angular momentum of

any electron system to its magnetic moment is equal to
2ra/ge, instead of the simple value of 2rn/e noted in the
section on the Bohr atom*
Gypornagnetlc_ Ratlo
In order to estimate the magnitude of the mechanical
effects accompanying magnetisation we must know the relation
between the angular momentum U and the magnetic moment-"u
of the elementary magnetic gyrostat

--the ratio U/u is

called the gyromagnetic ratio p.- It has already been shown
that, for an electron describing a circular orbit p = 2m/e.
f op a solnning e 1 e c tron p * m/e 9 and for an e I e c tron s ys -tern
for which g is the Lande splitting factor p * 2m/ge.
By means of gyromagnetic experiments we measure 2m/ge, and
if we find that g " 2 we know that the elementary magnetic
particle owes its properties to electron spin alone,
whereas, if we.find that g lies between ©'and 2 we know
that orbital as well as electron spin motion is involved*
Ba r n e 11' s Experiments on Magnetisation by Rotation
Let us suppose that the magnetic properties of the
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bar in v ig. 3 are due to electron systems each of angular
:. centum 'J, and that the her is set rotating -with s igular
velocity w about the axis AB#

Each electron system will

therefore be acted upon by a couple U\v tending to turn
Its axis of angular momentum parallel to AB, causing an
increase in -magnetisation of the bar parallel to AB*

Now,

•whether the gyrostats are turned by the application of
the appropriate magnetic field H parallel to AB or by the
rotation of the bar? the result;, is the same, so that
Hu = |u*.vl or H - /wlj/uj a fpiwj * |2rfhp|, where n is the frequency
of the rotation of the bar; we may call H the equivalent
magnetic field.- The notation used indicates that we are
concerned with the reaction of the applied couple; the
magnitude of this reaction Is the same as that of the
applied couple*
The experiment gives no Information at all concerning
the process of magnetisation*

Indeed, we might suppose

that the impressed angular velocity w correspond:-; to the
Larmor precession produced by the field H, In which case
w » He/2m for orbital motion, giving E = 2rfnp for the
general case*
It thus follows that If H and -n are determined then
p can be found,, but "it is Impossible to measure the
magnetic effects of small fields like K except In the case
of ,f erromagne tic subs tan ce's • The experImenta 1 proeedure
consists in rotating a bar of ferromagnetic material in.
a field free space-and comparing the intensity of magnetic
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sation it thus acquires-with that produced "by the application'of a known external field.

Two different experimental

arrangements have been used "by Barnett; in the first,
magnetisation vms detected by an induction method, in the
second by a magnetometer method*

With the first arrange-

ment large iron rods approximately 1 meter long' and 7 cm.
in diameter were used.

Two identical rods were mounted

parallel to each other and with their long axes in the
magnetic meridian in a region over which the total intensity
of the earth's magnetic field was neutralized by means of
coils carrying currents.
Pig. 4*

The arrangement is shown in

One of- the rods, the rotor, could be rapidly

rotatedwhile the other,, the stator, was at rest,

_r

1

JrATO/e

r1=

L

a

©
Ro roiz
'{'."ft -1 0 *

,*f_

Identical coils were wound- on formers placed as
shown over the two rods and the change of flux produced
by stopping the rotor v/as compared with the change of
flux produced by ,-,|he application of a known -external
field.

Let Bn he^the fluxrneter deflection corresponding

to the reversal of the direction of the rotation of the
rotor at a frequency n, and 6TT that corresponding to the
reversal of a known field H*

Then assuming magnetisation

to be proportional to field, ® n cC 2(fnp and &#<& H, whence
p

g

H

On
it

The c omp le t'e neutra 1 i z a tion o f the earth1 s magne tic
field was necessary to avoid direct magnetisation of the
rods and also to avoid the production of eddy currents*
The direction of the rotation of the rotor could fee
reversed in order to eliminate disturbing effects from
change of dimensions due to stresses set up by rotation
and by temperature variations.

The rotor was driven from

one end, and to counteract torsional disturbance of the
magnetisation it 'could be reversed in its bearings*
Spurious e&eamasss of induction due to variations of the
earth's field were automatically eliminated by connecting
the induction coils in series opposition.
The second experimental arrangement used by Barnett
was much more sensitive, and possessed the advantage
that large rods were not needed, a point of some importance
when cobalt was used, but it was subject to much greater
disturbances from fluctuations of the earth1s field,
The necessary details are shown in Pig. 5.

A light

vertical rod of aluminum carried two groups of very small
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horizontal magnets US, forming an accurately adjusted
a static system.

A damping vane D and mirror M were

attached and the whole suspended from a torsion.head T,
by a delicate quartz fiber inside a draught-proof case,
containing a little uranium salt to get rid of electro**
static disturbances*

Two small control magnets ns and

n T s f respectively produced fields parallel and perpendicular to the upper magnet of the astatic system and
permitted the zero to be controlled*
_J

c

-]

v/

n s

J4V

y

< xD
il

c

M

l

n

>

S'

1

1

1

*

ffl/?r\ ft

O £
N
Fig. 5

The rotor R was mounted with.its axis perpendicular
to the magnetic meridian and.'usually below the lower sets
of magnets, while the stator G 'was mounted parallel to
the rotor and about the same distance above the upper set,
but, for convenience displaced a little north or south*
The earth1s field was neutralized as before*

The magneti-

sation a c quired by rotation,wa s comp ared wi th that a c quired
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when the rotor was magnetised hj a standard solenoid
placed over it
The experimental accuracy was limited by the minute
intensity of magnetisation which is acquired at frequencies
of revolution which are mechanically possible; e. g*^ for
a frequency of 100 revolutions per sec the equivalent
field Ss 10"*& oersted*

The mean values of p obtained

by Barnett, considered correct to 2 per cent^ are given
in the following table:
TABLE 1
Material
tameo Iron
Steel
Nickel
Cobalt
gxperlinents on Jflojbatioil by. Magnetisation

p x e/m
1 * 084
, 1.049
1*021
1*091

The experimental measurements of the rotation which
accompanies magnetisation of ferromagnetics fall into
three groups. Firsts there is a direct method in which
the mechanical impulse accompanying a sudden change in
the magnetisation of a vertical cylinder causes it to
turn, acai.net the torque of a delicate fiber by which it
is suspended*

Secondly* there is a resonance method in

which the angle of twist is greatly increased by repeating
the impulse at intervals of time equal to the period of
the suspended cylinder*

Finally, there is a null method

in which the amplitude of the resonance oscillations
produced by the timed impulses is reduced to zero by
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applying an opposing set of timed Impulses of known
magnitude.
Direct Method«, ' Measurements of the gyromagnetic
effect by the-direct method are important in that they
show directly that electrons are responsible for ferromagnetism and'they avoid certain sources of error'which are
sometimes thought to influence the determinations by other
methods.*

The arrangements used 'by - Ohattoek and Bates are

shown in Fig,'6*

The •specimen of ferromagnetic material

S was a thin cylinder .about .10 cm* long and about 0*55 m:a»
In diameter suspended by a fine quartz fiber from the
torsion head K*

:

K turned in a brass tube which v;as

r

mounted coaxially inside the', vertical solenoid H wound
on a brass tube whose axis could be made vertical by the
lateral adjustment of sets of horizontal brass screws,
not shown, pressing against the -projecting ends of the
solenoid tube.

The brass rod U, mounted' eccentrically in

K, was provided merely for the easy transport of the
suspended svstem when being moved for'adjustment*
\

/

7a

U

5z

\

r\

A

&

H
/

\

/H,
T
M*

4
Fig. 6
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The magnetisation of the specimen was suddenly reversed by passing a current through H for a time short
in comparison with the period of torsional oscillation
of the system.

In this process the magnetic moment M

of the specimen TOS reversed or changed by an amount 2M,
and an amount of angular momentum Iw was delivered to
the specimen.

The specimen therefore turned, through an

angle ©- until its kinetic energy was converted into
potential energy of the twisted fiber, that is
&Iw2 - |C0 2

whence
U » Iw - QjTc « ©TC
ST?

and
p ~ eTC

where 0 is the torsion constant of the fiber and T is the
period of torsional oscillation of the system,

It was

therefore necessary to measure Bs T, G and M.
The neutralisation of the horizontal .component of the
earthfs field over the region occupied hj

the specimen

was important, because the magnetic axis of the specimen
•was not strictly vertical, and the horizontal component
of the earthT3 field acting upon the horizontal component
of the specimens''magnetism "could produce much larger
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rotations of the specimen than those due to the gyromagnetie
effect.

A large rectangular coil was therefore mounted

in a vertical plane perpendicular to the meridian and with
its center coincident with that of the specimen*

It

carried the compensating current and fine adjustments were
made by a slight distortion of the sides of the coil.
To obtain the deflection & the values 6, and 9 for the
initial deflections to either side of zero following the
passage of the solenoid current were measured by means of •
the telescope T]_ and scale S-, , the light from, the mirror
attached to the specimen being brought to and from the
latter by the two 45° mirrors IA-JUQ; actually, for convenience two small mirrors were cemented back to back on
the specimen.

Now the motion of the specimen was heavily

damped, and the value of © to be inserted in the equation
for p was obtained from the following:

/ \ i a r c ^an
^
e - %&W
I^TelTWT
feof
\ £*f

In like manner the value of T was obtained from the observed
time of oscillation T \ by'means 6f the equation
T - TX/(1 4- (logftea/fc>)grg
, 4tTlC"

The magnetic moment M was measured by means of a
small Helmholtz galvanometer with coils IJIJ and a small
control magnet at V.

The magnetometer'was placed in turn

:0

in the four positions A, B, 09 and D, so that its needle
system lay on one of the two dotted lines shown passing
through the center of the specimen at 45° to the vertical;
in these positions the horizontal couple on the needle
due to the specimen is maximum.

The mean deflection S

thus produced was substituted in the following equation:
m

+

M

, . » & tan 4*

where d is the distance between the center of the specimen
and that of the needle and 21 is the magnetic length of
the specimen.

On passing a 'known current i through the

coils UU whose constant K was accurately'found in a
subsidiary experiment, a deflection $ was obtained,given by
Ki

M

ktan/

Using these last two equations a value of M was found.
The effects of any uncompensated portion of the
horizontal component' of the earth1s field were greatly
reduced by mounting the specimen so that it possessed no
appreciable horizontal magnetic moment*

The final values

of p obtained are- shown in the following table:
TABLE 2
Material
p x e/m
Soft iron
1.014
Steel
1.002
Nickel
1*010
Simple : eso.nance Methods^ A simple resonance method
was first used b$ .Sinstein...and de Haas but they failed to
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obtain the correct, experimental value of p. .Later the
method was successfully used by Beck who suspended a
ferromagnetic rod by a single or a double German silver
wire suspension inside a vertical solenoid*

The latter

was supplied with alternating current whose frequency v
could be varied over narrow limits about v 0? the natural
frequency of torsional oscillation of the suspended
system.
Let the field In the solenoid at any instant be
proportional to cos(2Hvt), when the magnetic moment of the
specimen is given by H cos (2ffvi|, where M is the maximum
value of the magnetic moment of the specimen produced by
the maximum current in the solenoid.

Then' the rate at

which angular momentum is delivered to the system owing
to the gyromagnetic effect Is -p(3ffMvsln (3f^r$. ).• Hence
the equation of motion of the system Is
Id26- <f kd© + C6 = -p(2lffvfv}sln(2ftvt)
oTt^
oT
where I Is the moment of Inertia of the system,i k the
damping factor, and C the torsion constant of the suspension*
This Is a second order differential equation with
constant coefficients and right member not equal to zero
from which we can obtain the following steady state solution:
^ ~

pM

sin(2rrvt 4 /)

where
c o t ^ ~ 2ffvl - C/gffV
k

If k is small and resonance is established, then v ra v 0 ,
2HV1 - 0/2ffv = 0, / = A/2, # is in phase with the field
and the amplitude is
e^ = pM/k
Now,, k is the damping factor and is equal to 43Xv0, where
X^-s the logarithmic decrement. Hence the gyroniagnetic
ratio is given by
p » 4I^V 0 '%|/M,

The motion of the specimen was recorded photographically on a moving drum, and the damping factor obtained
from the measured record.

As the light passed to and from

a mirror on the specimen through a gap in the solenoid,
disturbances due to the non-uniformity of the field must
have been introduced*

Beck showed conclusively that the

resonance oscillations were in phase with the solenoid
current except for a slight phase difference due to
hysteres i s, that is, the magne tic effe ct s were due to
the rotation of negative electricity*

The values of

p z e/m thus obtained were 1.06 and 1.14 within 5%
for iron and nickel respectively*
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Modified fie so nance Methods*

The principle of the

modified resonance methods may be followed by reference
to Pig. 7, which shows the arrangement used by SuokSmith
and Bstfces* A thin ferromagnetic rod L was suspended
vertically by a German silver wire S from the torsion head
T, along the axis of the vertical magnetising solenoid H»
The latter was wound on an insulating tube and supplied
with current from an ac generator at frequencies between
24 and 80 cycles per second, maintained with the aid of a
stroboscope,

A rigid aluminum wire D was attached to the

lower end of the rod and carried the small mirrors M and
a number of short magnetised needles N mounted parallel
to one another on a mica vane.

The needles were situated

midway between a pair of small Helmhoita coils BB«

A

helix J, coaxial with L, was fixed inside H; it waa wound
upon a glas3 tube, and^ occasionally, directly upon L*
A sivilar helix, not shown, was placed close to and parallel
to J and was connected to it in series opposition so that
the mutual inductance of H and the two helices in the
absence of L was zero*

The coils BB v/ere connected in

series with a non-inductive resistance 5, a commutatot 0,
and the induction helices*

By means of the switch K a

known current measured by the iiiilliammeter A could, be
passed through BB* .The whole S7yrstem was kept taut by a
weight W, immersed in oil, attached to the aluminum wire
by a fine silk thread which was practically without effect

m
on the torsion control of the system*

The whole v/as

mounted inside a coil system for the neutralisation of
the horizontal component of the earth's field.

Fig. 7
Let us suppose that alternating current of appropriate
frequency sets the specimen into resonance gyro-magnetic
oscillation.

Since both the geomagnetic effect and the

current induced in J by the changes in magnetisation are
directly proportional to the rate of change of the
magnetisation, they will be in the same phase, provided
the inductance of the circuit containing J is negligible,
The induced current in J flows through the coils BB and
b; adjusting the> resistance'- it may be arranged, that the

m
momentum delivered to the system by the action of the
current on the magnetic needles H is equal and opposite
to that arising from the gyr©magnetic effect; in other
words9 the resonance oscillation can be reduced to zero*
Let K M be the number of lines of force due to the
specimen's magnetism linked with the solenoid J" when
the magnetic moment changes, by M, then
N K » 4rf(M/l)nl ts #fMn
where n is the numtoer of turns per cm. on J, which is of
the same length 1 as the specimen.

Let K be the couple

acting on the magnets 1 when unit current flows in the
coil BB, then the angular momentum delivered to the
magnets corresponding to the change K/is

J

feidt =/k 1 dKrrdt « K N,„
J
S» d"t
S ! ~:t

where S1 is the total resistance in the inductance circuit
Hence, if the value of S T when the resonance oscillations
are reduced to zero is S£>, then the total angular
momentum corresponding to M is given by
i s T./T

°0
K may be obtained by passing a steady current 1

through

BB via the switch to produce a small deflection $ given
by

.s

whore G is the torsion constant of suspension. Eliminate.
ing K and N^, we have
lj/M - p » 4 nC^/s^i
The ratio can therefore he found from a knowledge of n #
C, /> SA, and i all of which can be measured with precision•
The great advantage of the null-resonance method lies in
the fact that in the final expression for p we do not
have to know the frequency of the alternating currents and,
consequently, the maintenance of a constant frequency is
not necessary.

Measurements of the amplitude of resonance

oscillations are not required, and if exact resonance is
not attained the measurements suffer only through decrease
in sensitivity and not through the introduction of error,
Other advantages are that the ma ;netic moment and moment
of inertia of the system need not fee found*
Errors in Resonance Methods«

Many of the errors

that mi gin t come about in resonance'measurements have
already been, discussed.

One of the most important

requisites is to have the magnetic axis of the specimen
exactly vertical.. \-If, . however, this is not done and the
specimen possesses a permanent horizontal magnetic mosmrxt
as well as one which changes with the. current, it can
be shown that the earth1s horizontal field and that of
the magnetising solenoid give rise to couples in quadrature with the 'ggrromagnetie effect, and thereby cause a
spurious increa-ae in the resonance amplitude.

The effects
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are eliminated by adjusting the compensating current for
the earth' s f ie 1 d until miniinum resonance amp 1 itude is
observed.

The field of the magnetising solenoid also

gives rise to a couple in phase with the gyromagnetic
effect which is eliminated hj turning the torsion head
through 180 degrees and repeating the measurement of Si.
If a steady displacement of zero is observed it means that
the magnetic axis is by no means vertical and must be
adjusted.
The effects of stray fields on the needles M
and on BB can readily be compensated.

Correction should

be made for leakage from the induction helix; Barnett
avoided it either by winding the •magnetising solenoid
directly upon the specimen and surrounding the v/hole by
an induction helix or by placing the magnetising solenoid
coaxially within a long induction helix
Spin and Orbital Effects
In the following table are collected the vean values
of the gyromagnetic ratio for iron or substances containing
iron as obtained by several investigators*
m A T5T ITi . <Z
j _ .ri J J A J - C J

tJ

Authors
Ratio Substance
Cha11o ck and Ba te s 1.00 Iron
Sucksmith and Bates 1.00
Coeterier
1,00
Ray-Chaudhurl
1,00
Barnett .
1.05
Barnett
Coeterier

I..03
3.17

Method
Direct rotat ion by
raagne tisation
Iron
Ilodified. resonance
Iron
Controlled resonance
Iron oxides Resonance
Iron .
Magnetisation by
rotation
Iron
Modified resonance
Pyrrhotite •• Controlled resonance
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From a theoretical point of view it would be expected
that the ratio -would be greater than 1, that is, the value
of g would lie between 2 and 1, if f erromagnetisni were not
entirely due to electron spin and partly to orbital motion.
The results would seem to indicate that ferromagnetism is
entirely due to electron spin*

Let us consider some values

for p x e/m that have been-obtained for ferromagnetics
other than iron
TABLE 4
Material
Nickel

Ratio
1»002
1*08
Heusler alloy 1*002
Cobalt •
i«03
1.096
Magnetite
0.990
Pyrrhotite
5*17

Authors
Method
Sucksinith and Bates Modified Resonance
Barnett
Modified Resonance
Sucksinith and Bates Modified Resonance
Sueksmi-th
Modified Resonance
Barnett
Modified Resonance
Sucksinith
Modified Resonance
Coeterier
Controlled Resonance

The difference of some 7 per cent between the iron
and cobalt values is well outside the limits of experimental
error-

The high value for cobalt would Indicate.that the

orbital electron motion might have some effect on its
magnetisation*
Conclusions
As a result of these investigations most authorities
are of the opinion that ferromagnetism is due to negative
electricity and, further, that Il/u is very closely equal
to m/e, the value for the spinning electron.

This result

suggests that the seat of magnetism in a ferromagnetic
3ubs tanc e i s the spinning electron*

m~
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